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Introducing myself

▪ Working as a postdoctoral researcher at 
the GESIS department Knowledge 
Technologies for the Social Sciences

▪ Graduation in Computer Science

▪ Service: Technical lead of GESIS search

▪ Research: Active in IIR 
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https://www.gesis.org/en/institute/staff/person/daniel.hienert



Goal of this talk

▪ This talk aims to present the gathering, holding, and re-
use of information in the social sciences. 

▪ The directly following question is if we can use and adopt 
some of these patterns, lessons, or insights for data 
management and re-use in the field of interactive 
information retrieval. 
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Talk structure

▪ Part I: Addressing the classic approach of 
information gathering, holding and re-use in the 
empirical social sciences with survey data.

▪ Part II: Addressing the rather new approach of 
information management for digital behavioral 
data. 
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Part I: Emperical Social Sciences
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https://vizgr.org/social-science-topics/

Hienert, Daniel. 2017. "User Interests in German Social Science Literature 
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York: ACM. doi: http://dx.doi.org/10.1145/3020165.3020168. 
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Collecting data in the emperical social 
sciences
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Questionnaire

Society
Researchers
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Resulting data and information 
from data collection
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• Study data

• Raw data files

• Questionnaires

• Codebooks with questions, variables, 
answers items

• Other materials -> Method report, 
Standards, Classification, Scales, Question 
texts, Coding

• Primary and secondary literature



DDI as a metadata standard 
for describing these entities
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https://ddialliance.org/

▪ DDI stands for Data Documentation 
Initiative

▪ an international standard for describing 
the data produced by surveys and other 
observational methods

▪ For the social, behavioral, economic, and 
health sciences

▪ typically in XML



DDI as a standard for holding these entities
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https://ddialliance.org/



Data archives as institutions documentating and 
offering this research data
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https://www.cessda.eu/About/Consortium



Data archives as institutions documentating and 
offering this research data
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https://www.gesis.org/en/data-services/our-service-packages-1-1/archivierung-plus



How to enable researchers and other end users to search and find 
all this information
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https://search.gesis.org/research_data/ZA3950



Which services are offered to re-use data and tools?
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Part II: Digital Behavioral Data
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Digital Behavioral Data

Society
Researchers

Collecting data with digital behavioral data

https://www.gesis.org/en/institute/digital-
behavioral-data



Resulting data and information 
from data collection
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• Study data

• Raw data:

• Visited Webpages

• Smartphone data, e.g. little questionnaires

• Social media data, e.g. liked posts, 
conversations

• Sensor data, e.g. location, contacts

• Processed data



New data – new tools, what is needed for this kind of data?
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Method Hub in DBD

Cleaning Filtering Enrichment Linking Analysis

Methods

Raw Data

Data Collection Data Re-Use

Processed
Data



New data – new tools, what is needed for this kind of data?
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Method Hub in DBD
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Spiegel.de/Politik/top33.html

Spiegel.de/Politik/top14.html

https://www.zeit.de/Wahltrend

https://www.wahl-o-mat.de/

https://www.spd.de/zukunftsprogramm/

Example Websites

• Topic Classification
• ..
• Scroll Behavior
• Dwell Time
• Click Analysis
• Mouse Tracking

Tasks

Analysis: Browsing Behaviour
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The Lifecycle with DBD

Method 
Hub

Extraction & 
Linking

Analysis

Reuse

Gathering

Extract data e.g.

• Time/Location
• Demographics
• Topic

Extracted/enriched dataset

Transparent metadata about 
provenance (data, enrichments)

Extracted AND 
enriched dataset



Conclusion
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• The Social science have a well-established 
model of data gathering, holding, and re-
use

• But also have the same new challenges for 
DBD data



Conclusion
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• Essential points are:
• Study design as a basis

• Resulting data from data collection, processing, 
and research

• A good metadata schema to describe the data

• Institutions, organization, groups, rules, portals 
to document and hold the data

• Portals and search engines to find the data for 
re-use 

• [Organization, portals helping researchers to re-
use and analyzing the data]



Supplement: Self-Archiving
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https://data.gesis.org/sharing



Supplement: Self-Archiving
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GESIS and others infrastructure institutions as providers of other information 
types related to this research data as publications, scales, questionnaires, syntax 

files, guidelines, consulting
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https://www.gesis.org/en/services


